
...and tippet?
	 tippet is a constant diameter Transparent monofilament which joins the fly 	to the leader 		

	 section of a fly line. every manufacturer offers a variety of proprietary materials. 

What is a Tippet spool?
	 a tippet spool dispenses spare tippet for use in fly fishing. tippet is constantly replaced and 

	 adjusted to suit changing conditions during a day of fishing, making it one of the most frequently 

	 accessed pieces of equipment.
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...and leader?
	 leader is made of the same material as tippet, but has a constant taper along its length. 

	 A typical leader is seven to twelve feet long with a two to four foot tippet. the ratio of 

	 (tippet : leader) length controls the flight characteristics of the line and the ability to make the

	 desired and artistic "natural presentation" of the fly when casting.

...and the point?
	 quick and accurate identification of material type and size are critical when using tippet. Equally 

	 important, the spools must lend themselves to easy and efficient use. an angler may only have a 

	 matter of minutes to take advantage of a certain situation. Fumbling with spools or using the wrong 

	 material contributes to stories about "the one that got away." now there is no excuse. 

	



Examples from other leading manufacturers
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material type and size is the only pertinent 
information for the angler. for clarity, only 

this information is printed on the spool.

loose spools are easier to read, compact 
when stowed and more positive to grasp.

Color
coding the spool to the leader 

makes selecting the right material easy...
on the store shelf or on the water
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Modeled in Rhino
Rendered in Flamingo
Compiled in Photoshop
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